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Abstract
Isoporous

asymmetric

polystyrene-block-poly(4-vinylpyridine)

(PS-b-P4VP)

hollow

fiber

membranes were successfully made by a dry-jet wet spinning process. Well-defined nanometer-scale
pores around 20-40 nm in diameter were tailored on the top surface of the fiber above a non-ordered
macroporous layer by combining block copolymer self-assembly and non-solvent induced phase
separation (SNIPS). Uniformity of the surface-assembled pores and fiber cross-section morphology
was improved by adjusting the solution concentration, solvent composition as well as some important
spinning parameters such as bore fluid flow rate, polymer solution flow rate and air gap distance
between the spinneret and the precipitation bath. The formation of the well-organized self-assembled
pores is a result of the interplay of fast relaxation of the shear-induced oriented block copolymer
chains, the rapid evaporation of the solvent mixture on the outer surface and solvent extraction into
the bore liquid on the lumen side, and gravity force during spinning. Structural features of the block
copolymer solutions were investigated by small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and rheological
properties of the solutions were examined as well. The scattering patterns of the optimal solutions for
membrane formation indicate a disordered phase which is very close to the disorder-order transition.
The nanostructured surface and cross-section morphology of the membranes were characterized by

scanning electronic microscopy (SEM). The water flux of the membranes was measured and gas
permeation was examined to test the pressure stability of the hollow fibers.
Keywords: block copolymer, self-assembly, SNIPS, hollow fiber membrane, water flux

Introduction
Among different geometrical shapes of membranes, the hollow fiber geometry has attracted much
attention due to the high surface area per unit volume ratio, self-support and ease of module
fabrication [1, 2]. During the last decades, many publications on mechanism formation and
manufacturing developments of hollow fibers reveal a large significance and a high potential usage of
these membranes for many applications [3-5]. Although production of hollow fiber membranes with
both desirable morphology and separation performance is intriguing, the formation mechanism via
phase inversion is more complex than for flat sheet membranes due to additional structure-controlling
factors. However, a successful scheme of hollow fibers production via phase inversion is desirably
leading to well-defined pore sizes, a narrow pore-size distribution, an ultrathin selective layer and an
open-cell sponge-like substructure morphology in addition to proper mechanical properties and high
separation performance [2].
Recently, a fascinating method for fabricating high-performance membranes with well-ordered
pores combines the block copolymer self-assembly and non-solvent induced phase separation,
abbreviated as SNIPS [6-8]. A unique feature of the SNIPS process is the formation of a continuously
porous structure with periodic uniform pores on the top membrane surface by controlled solvent
evaporation coupled with an immersion step in a suitable non-solvent. In a simple and fast process, a
thin film of block copolymer in a specific solvent system is cast onto a substrate. Then the film
solution is allowed to evaporate for a short time (usually tens of seconds) initiating microphase
separation of the block copolymer at the surface of the film, before immersing into a precipitation
bath [9, 10]. The first integral asymmetric membranes with highly uniform pore sizes created through
the SNIPS procedure were successfully prepared from an asymmetrically composed amphiphilic
polystyrene-b-poly(4-vinylpyridine) (PS-b-P4VP) diblock copolymer forming P4VP cylinders in a
PS matrix. This diblock copolymer was dissolved in a mixture of tetrahydrofuran (THF, selective for
PS) and dimethylformamide (DMF, selective for P4VP) [6]. During evaporation, after initiation of
microphase separation, the higher volatility of THF leads to solidification of the PS matrix, while
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DMF strongly swells the P4VP domains. During phase inversion the solvents are replaced by the
precipitant (water) and this leads to an open porous structure, as in the top layer mainly DMF is
present in the P4VP domains, while the PS matrix is already much more dense due to the evaporated
THF [6,11]. Several works have been published on the formation of well-defined PS-b-P4VP
membranes via the SNIPS process after the first publication [11-21] as these well-ordered
nanostructured membranes have a great potential in many applications such as separation
technologies, medical filtration, drug delivery and food industry.
The design of a SNIPS process to produce asymmetric block copolymer hollow fiber membranes
with relatively good selectivity and permeability properties due to the assembled uniform nanometerscale pores is a more challenging task. The fabrication of hollow fibers from block copolymers via
the SNIPS procedure raises the number of control parameters to achieve a uniform pore separation
layer on top of an asymmetric macroporous support. Shear stresses during extrusion, bore liquid nonsolvent activity and gravitational force which becomes more prominent with increasing air gap are
some of the important parameters in manufacturing hollow fibers in a dry/wet spinning process [1, 2
22-28]. In the SNIPS process of hollow fiber membranes, the volatile solvent is allowed to evaporate
for a (short) time in the air gap. The suitable time frame to develop uniform pores can be tuned by
adjusting the air gap as well as the polymer solution and bore fluid flow rate to compensate the
destructive effect of high shear rate in the spinneret as well as avoiding the undesirable gravitational
effect on the structure formation and pore shape. Furthermore, during the solvent evaporation in the
air gap immediate solvent and non-solvent exchange between the spinning solution and the
coagulating bore fluid increases the polymer concentration and induces precipitation from the lumen
side.
In a previous study [29], the fabrication of asymmetric hollow fiber membranes of PS-b-P4VP
block copolymers via the SNIPS method was reported for the first time. It is noteworthy that the
combination of a dry/wet spinning procedure with block copolymer self-assembly makes the system
more complicated. The non-linear behavior of shear viscosity as a function of shear rate indicates that
the block copolymer solution undergoes structural changes leading to shear thinning. In this work on
hollow fiber membranes, the rheological behavior of the PS-b-P4VP block copolymer solution in a
mixture of DMF/THF was studied in order to investigate the influence of shear stress on the flow
properties. To study the self-assembly and ordering in the suitable casting/spinning solutions, block
copolymer micellization of PS-b-P4VP solution at different conncentrations was also studied with
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small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements. We considerably focused on tailoring of the
desired self-assembled pore morphology by changing the processing conditions in addition to the
solution concentration and solvent composition.
2. Experimental section
2.1. Synthesis of PS-b-P4VP diblock copolymers
PS-b-P4VP diblock copolymer was synthesized by sequential anionic polymerization following the
procedure described elsewhere [6]. The PS-b-P4VP compositions were determined by means of 1H
NMR spectroscopy. 1H NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker advance 300NMR spectrometer at
300 MHz with internal standard [tetramethylsilane (TMS)] using chloroform (CDCl3) as a solvent.
The molecular weights of the precursors and polydispersities were measured by gel permeation
chromatography (GPC) (Waters 2410 refractive-index detector) at 30 °C calibrated against
polystyrene standards. The molecular characteristics of the block copolymers are listed in Table 1.
2.2. Production of hollow fiber membranes
All solutions were prepared by dissolving the block copolymers in a mixture of N, N-dimethyl
formamide (DMF)/ tetrahydrofuran (THF) and stirring over a period of 48 h at ambient temperature
to guarantee complete dissolution. The solutions were stored without disturbance for some hours to
remove the effect of stirring and fine air bubbles entrapped in the solutions. In our experiments we
used DURAN® GL 45 laboratory glass bottles with a particular tight sealing for long-term storage to
avoid solvent evaporation.
Table 1. Characteristic properties of the PS-b-P4VP block copolymer and solutions
Block copolymer

PS [wt%]

P4VP [wt%]

Mn [kg/mol]

PDI

Concentration
[wt%]

DMF/THF
[wt%]

PS82.7-b-P4VP17.3 154

82.7

17.3

154

1.06

27

60/40

PS83.3-b-P4VP16.7 168

83.3

16.7

168

1.06

24

50/50

81

19

156

1.06

25

50/50

code

a

PS81 -b-P4VP19
a

156

Numbers in the subscript and superscript respectively indicate the weight percentage of each block and the total molecular weight in

kg/mol

Hollow fiber membranes were fabricated from the block copolymer solutions using the wellknown dry-jet wet spinning process via the SNIPS method. The process of hollow fiber spinning is
schematically shown in Figure 1. A spinneret with an inner diameter equal to 0.628 mm, an annular
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die gap equal to 0.337 mm for the polymer solution and a circular die with a diameter of 0.319 mm
for the bore fluid was used. The bore fluid and polymer solution were extruded at controlled rates and
passed through an air gap before immersing into the bath. Water was used as the bore fluid as well as
the external coagulant in the immersion bath. The air gap distance between the spinneret and the
coagulation bath allows evaporation of the volatile solvent from the nascent fibers and also solvent
non-solvent exchange from the lumen side. In all cases, the spinning process was carried out at room
temperature. The fabricated hollow fiber membranes were stored in fresh water for 24 h at room
temperature to remove completely the residual solvents (which is mainly DMF) and were finally
dried under vacuum over a period of 24 h at 60 °C. The spinning conditions are summarized in Table
2.
Table 2. Experimental parameters of hollow fiber spinning
Parameters
Polymer solution flow rate [ml/min]
Bore fluid flow rate [ml/min]
Air gap distance [cm]
External/internal coagulant
Dimension of spinneret [mm]
(di: inner diameter/do: outer diameter)
Spinning temperature [°C]

Range of variables
0.6-5.0
0.4-1.6
1- 10
Water
1.303 /0.628
15-25

2.3. Rheological experiments
Rheological tests were performed using PS83.3-b-P4VP16.7 168 solutions in a mixture of DMF/THFat a ratio of 60/40 wt%. Rheological experiments in oscillation and in rotation were carried out in
order to elucidate the transient response of the solutions and to determine their viscous and elastic
properties. A rotational rheometer (MCR 502, Anton Paar, Graz, Austria) was used for the
experiments. A cone-plate geometry (plate diameter 25 mm, cone angle 2°) was used, and a nitrogen
atmosphere was applied. The measurement temperature was 25 °C. The samples for rheological tests
were prepared by stirring the block copolymer solution during 48 h. 150 L of block copolymer
solution without air bubbles was injected onto the lower plate of the cone-plate geometry using a
syringe. In addition, a laboratory rheometer (RC20-CPS) with cone-plate geometry (plate diameter of
25 mm, cone angle of 1°) was used to measure the dynamic viscosity of PS84-b-P4VP16

197

solutions

in a mixture of DMF/THF-at a ratio of 55/45 wt% versus shear rate. 80 L of block copolymer
solution without air bubbles was injected onto the lower plate of the cone-plate geometry using a
5

syringe. The rheological tests were immediately started after insertion of the sample in order to
minimize the effect of solvent evaporation.

2.4. Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS)
SAXS measurements of the block copolymer solutions were performed at the BioSAXS beamline
(P12) of PETRA III synchrotron storage ring at DESY, Hamburg. The solutions were injected into
glass capillaries with a wall thickness of 10 m and a diameter of 1.5 mm by using a syringe with a
needle diameter around 1 mm. The sample holder of the block copolymer solution was sealed with
epoxy resin to prevent solvent evaporation during SAXS measurements. The beamline was
configured with an X-ray wavelength λ=1.2407 Å corresponding to a photon energy of 10 keV. The
sample-to-detector distance was 3068 mm which allowed SAXS data to be obtained in a q range from
0.06 to 0.4 nm-1. The magnitude of the scattering vector q is defined by q = 4 (sin )/, where  is
half of the scattering angle.
2.5. Hollow fiber membrane characterization
The cross section and the surface morphology of the hollow fiber membranes were evaluated using
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (LEO 1550VP Gemini from Carl ZEISS) at a potential of 5 kV.
The hollow fibers were freeze fractured in liquid nitrogen to preserve their microscopic morphology.
The sample surface was sputter coated with a thin layer of Pt. Average pore sizes on the SEM
micrographs were measured by the analySIS (Olympus) software.
2.6. Permeance measurements
The modules for the pure water flux measurement contained one fiber with an effective length of
about 20 cm. For preparation of modules, the hollow fiber was inserted into a stainless steel tube
sealed at both extremities by epoxy glue. Deionized water as feed solution was pumped through the
lumen side of the module under 1 bar nitrogen pressure and permeate flow out from shell side of
membrane module. The water permeance P was calculated using the equation
/

(1)

where V is the volume of the permeated water (L), A is the effective membrane surface area (m2)
(based on the inner diameter of the hollow fiber), t is the time of solution collection (h) and p is the
pressure applied to the hollow fiber membrane (bar). For each sample module, the water permeation
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was measured within the first hour. The average permeance for three membranes was calculated and
expressed in the water flux. The time stability of water flux was also measured. Pressure stability of
the hollow fiber membranes was tested in a pure gas system under varying nitrogen pressure.
Nitrogen gas is fed through the lumen side of the fibers. For checking reproducibility, the gas flux
was also measured for 3 different modules of the same fiber batch. Nitrogen permeation experiments
were carried out at room temperature around 30 min for each pressure.

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the dry-jet wet spinning process for preparation of PS-b-P4VP hollow fiber
membranes. The solvent partially evaporates from the outer surface of the nascent hollow fiber causing a
concentration gradient through the wall thickness of the fiber. The formation of hollow fiber is based on the
non-solvent induced phase separation of polymer solution by rapidly exchanging the solvent with the nonsolvent.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. SAXS characterization
The state of a block copolymer solution prior to casting is a principal question in membrane casting,
i.e. is there a self-assembled structure in solution before it is subjected to the casting procedure.
Therefore, the structure of the spinning/casting solution in the equilibrium state was studied by
SAXS. Previous researches on similar systems led to different conclusions. Phillip et al. developed a
model assuming microphase separation during solvent evaporation in the cast solution to occur at the
surface and then lead to a perpendicular orientation of microdomains, depending on the strength of
solvent gradient, relaxation time of the polymer chains and the effective repulsive interaction
between the dissimilar block segments [30]. Oss-Ronen et al. [15] investigated concentrated PS-b7

P4VP block copolymer solutions by cryo-SEM, cryo-TEM and small-angle neutron scattering. They
conclude that micelles are present in these systems with the shorter P4VP block forming the core. In
other works hexagonally packed micellar structures with the shorter P4VP blocks forming the corona
were claimed. [12, 31-33].
Block copolymer micellization of two different PS-b-P4VP diblock copolymers in a mixture of
DMF/THF at different polymer concentrations was analysed with synchroton SAXS measurements.
It is notable that for these diblock copolymers, well-ordered isoporous flat sheet membranes were
achieved from solutions with an optimized concentration and evaporation time around 5-10 s after
casting prior precipitation. In Figure 2(a), the SAXS scattering curve of the lowest concentration is
dominated by a very broad weak peak which can be assigned to the correlation hole of a completely
disordered block copolymer [34]. With increasing concentration, this broad peak becomes more
prominent as the decreasing amount of the solvent mixture screens the repulsive interactions between
dissimilar blocks less effectively. In consequence, the scattering maximum shifts to a lower q value
of 0.1152 nm-1 at the highest concentration with a calculated (2π/q*) long period of 54.5 nm. In
addition, a less intense maximum appears at a higher q value, indicating some weak packing order. In
fact, the results can indicate formation of liquid-like assembled micelles in solution with the average
center-to-center distance of 54.5 nm between the nearest micelles at higher concentrations. By
controlling the evaporation time, this concentration (25 wt%) led to successful SNIPS flat sheet
membrane. During the evaporation time, the initially mostly disordered block copolymers start to
self-assemble into ordered microdomains at the surface of the film due to the crossing of the
concentration dependent disorder-order transition [30]. With increasing THF concentration and
decreasing polymer concentration, the position of the dominant peak slightly shifts to lower q values
which corresponds to an increase of the long period. The scattering profile at the highest
concentration of the diblock copolymer with lower molecular weight and higher weight percentage of
P4VP block shows the long period distance of 50 nm between the nearest micelles, see Figure 2(b).
For this block copolymer, 26 wt% is a suitable polymer concentration for casting a homogeneous
regular porous membrane. Recently, it was established that controlling self-assembly of the block
copolymer micelles in solution is crucial in the final pore morphology formation of membranes [12,
31, 32]. However, the scattering patterns of the concentrated solutions do not clearly show the
presence of hexagonal order. The SAXS results show that the suitable system for membrane
formation (spinning /casting) is a block copolymer solution which is very close to the disorder-order
8

transition, i.e. a transition between a disordered phase or liquid-like assembled micellar structure to
an ordered microphase separated structure. This is in agreement with SANS experiments on a similar
system [15] and with dynamic light scattering data for another diblock copolymer solution [35]. A
more detailed analysis of the structure formation of a block copolymer solution during evaporation of
a fast and a slow evaporating solvent with different selectivities for the different blocks will be given
elsewhere [36].

Figure 2: Scattering profiles of (a) PS83.3-b-P4VP16.7
concentrations in mixtures of DMF/THF.

168

and (b) PS81-b-P4VP19156 solutions at various

3.2. Rheological properties
Processing of PS-b-P4VP diblock copolymer solutions for preparation of hollow fibre membranes is
strongly influenced by the rheological properties of the polymer solutions. Consequently, different
rheological tests in shear were performed in order to investigate the flow properties of a PS-b-P4VP
diblock copolymer solution. Rheological experiments in oscillation and in rotation were carried out in
order to elucidate the transient response of the solutions and to determine their viscous and elastic
properties. Several rheological tests were performed in order to characterize the rheological
properties of the diblock copolymer solution. The time-dependent and the stationary shear viscosity
were determined in stress-growth tests where the sample was sheared with a constant shear rate
during a period of 100 s. Furthermore, rheological experiments in the oscillatory mode were
performed. The sample was sheared at a constant angular frequency of
amplitude changed alternately in intervals of 50 s starting with
9

6.28 rad/s. The shear

10% in the first interval of 50 s

and was increased up to 1000% in the second interval of 50 s. In the third interval, a shear amplitude
of 10% was again chosen, etc. Amplitude sweeps at an angular frequency of

6.28 rad/s with

shear amplitudes in the interval from 0.1% to 1000% were also performed. First the shear amplitude
was incrementally increased from 0.1% to 1000% and subsequently decreased from 1000% to 0.1%.
The results of the stress-growth tests are shown in Figures 3 and 4. Figure 3(a) presents the timedependent viscosity for different shear rates. At low shear rates up to 1 s-1, the transient viscosity
increases with time. This effect is most probably caused by the effect of structure formation. At larger
shear rates (equal or larger than 10 s-1) the viscosity attains a constant value. In addition, the start-up
regime (increase of viscosity because of the viscoelasticity of the polymer solutions) is very short at
shear rates equal or larger than 10 s-1. At these shear rates (corresponding to large stresses), no effect
of structure formation can be seen. Therefore larger stresses which are present in the shear flow in the
spinneret prohibit structure formation of the sample in the spinneret.
Polymer solutions are characterized by a viscoelastic behaviour which implies a distribution of
relaxation times after an imposed deformation. Figure 3(b) presents the time-dependent relaxation
modulus

which was calculated using the data in Figure 3(a) and the equation
′

The relaxation modulus

.

strongly decreases with time and attains the slope -1 on a double-

logarithmic scale which has been also observed for critical gels [37]. Generally, the decay of the
relaxation modulus appears on a very short time scale. This effect indicates that the memory of the
polymer solution with respect to the deformation history is very short. Consequently, the orientation
of polymer chains in the spinneret can relax very rapidly.
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Figure 3: (a) Transient viscosity
as a function of time of 24 wt% PS83.3-b-P4VP16.7 168 in DMF/THF
(derived using the data in (a)) as a
50/50 for different shear rates at 25°C. (b) Relaxation modulus
function of time . See text for details.

In Figure 4, the steady-state viscosity
shear rate

of a similar diblock copolymer is shown as a function of

in the interval from 10 s-1 to 3000 s-1. The steady-state viscosity

strongly decreases

with shear rate. i.e. the polymer solution depicts a structure-viscous behavior. The behavior observed
in Figure 4 appears to be not perfectly linear, so a power-law with the exponent -1/2 (as indicated by
the dashed line) describes the measured data only insufficiently.

Figure 4: Stationary viscosity
as a function of shear rate for PS84-b-P4VP16 167 in DMF/THF 55/45 The
measurement temperature was 25°C. Since the steady-state value could only be determined for shear rates
equal or larger than 10 s-1, the shear rate range is limited to the interval from 10 s-1 to 3000 s-1. The dashed line
indicates a power-law behavior.

Rheological experiments in the oscillatory mode allow to determine the storage modulus ′ and
the loss modulus

′′. The time-dependence of these moduli and possible irreversible phenomena

were probed by oscillatory experiments with different shear amplitudes. The results of this
experiment are shown in Figure 5. In the first interval, the shear amplitude was set to 10%. Both
moduli attain large values and also increase with time which possibly results from the formation of a
percolating structure (gel-like response). In the second interval the shear amplitude was set to 1000%.
In the second interval, the moduli drastically decreased which indicates the almost instantaneously
destruction of built-up structures. In the third interval, the shear amplitude was lowered again to 10%.
The moduli increased again with time. This scenario of changing amplitudes and promptly changing
moduli occurred several times which shows that the effect of increasing/decreasing moduli is
reversible.
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Figure 5: Storage modulus ′ and loss modulus ′′ as a function of time in oscillatory shear at constant
frequency
6.28 rad/s for 25 wt% PS83.3-b-P4VP16.7 168 in DMF/THF 60/40. The shear amplitude was
10% in the first interval of 50 s and equal to
1000% in the second interval
constant and equal to
of 50 s. Then the shear amplitude alternately changed after 50 s.

To further explore the influence of shear on the disordered or very weakly microphase
separated micellar structure of the PS-b-P4VP solutions, two separate experiments, namely the timedependence and shear amplitude-dependence of ′ and ′′ were performed at a constant frequency (
= 5 rad/s). An example of the time-dependent behavior of the moduli at a constant low shear
amplitude is presented in Figure 6. The time frame for the time sweep in Figure 6 is ten times larger
than in Figure 5 in order to follow development of the dynamic moduli over a longer time. The
increase of both storage and loss moduli indicates the formation of a gel in the block copolymer
solution, as the initially more liquid like behavior (G” > G’) transforms into a state where G’ and G”
attain similar values. This is a typical feature of a percolating system (gel point) [37-39]. The
percolating structure acts as a very weak reversible network leading to an enhancement of the moduli.
A similar behavior was previously reported on block copolymer solutions under shear. Such solutions
exhibit in the unperturbed state a viscos liquid-like behavior with

′′ > ′. The cross-over of ′ and

′′ is a hint of a thermoreversible gel formation with a more elastic behavior ( ′ > " [38, 39].
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Figure 6: Storage modulus ′ and loss modulus ′′ as a function of time in oscillatory shear for 24 wt%
5 rad/s and shear amplitude
5%.
PS83.3-b-P4VP16.7 168 in DMF/THF 50/50 at constant frequency

In our experiments, a similar trend of ′ and

′′ versus time was observed. The formation of a

percolating structure as indicated by the cross over point occurred more rapidly at a shear amplitude
of 5% compared to 10% shown in Figure 5. After approximately 100 s, the further, but significantly
slower increase in ′ indicates a further growth of the percolating structure, or possibly the
disappearance of structural defects. The formation of the percolated structure is not very well defined,
however, as there are two cross over points between G’ and G”. After nearly 300 s the structure
behaves more elastic at the angular frequency of 5 rad/s as G’ is larger than G”. Up to this time both
moduli attain rather similar values. This may reflect the onset and growth of percolating structures in
the solution or gel. The structural change is also indicated by an increase in the viscosity at low shear
rates, see Figure 3(a). The behavior of the moduli reveals that the solution concentration is near the
concentration where a micellar network forms. As the increase of shear amplitude at constant
frequency also implies an increase of shear rate, it can be expected that at higher shear rates, any
thermoreversible network breaks up and polymer chains are elongated and oriented along the shear
direction [40, 41] leading to shear thinning, cf. Figure 3(a).
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Figure 7: Storage modulus ′ and loss modulus ′′ as a function of shear amplitude for 24 wt% PS83.3-b6.28 rad/s by sweeping from
P4VP16.7 168 in DMF/THF 50/50 in oscillatory shear at constant frequency
low to high shear strain and (b) from high to low shear strain.

The influence of increasing shear rate and deformation for the same system was studied by
experiments with varying shear amplitude, see Figure 7. The shear amplitude was incrementally
increased from 0.1% to 1000% and subsequently decreased to 0.1%. Note that the moduli change
because of shear amplitude and measurement time. Initially at low shear amplitudes, G’ and G” attain
very similar values upon increasing the shear amplitude and attain a maximum at   20% because
of time-dependent structure-formation. The reversible network starts to decompose upon further
increase of the shear amplitude until it transforms into a less elastic state at   100% and becomes
less viscous at higher shear amplitudes for the chosen frequency. As shown in Figure 3(a), the SAXS
pattern of the equilibrium solution does not give evidence for a micellar lattice with any strong
crystal-like ordering in the absence of shear flow. Thus, our rheological study on PS-b-P4VP
solutions being suitable for fabricating asymmetric isoporous membranes do not agree with the
rheological data and their interpretation published by Madhavan et al. [21]. They emphasized the
strong contribution of the elastic modulus due to the effect of micellar assembly in solution, although
no significant order was observed on the SEM micrograph of the resulting membrane surface. Our
rheological experiments are in good agreement with the SAXS results and give no evidence for a
well-ordered micellar assembly of the block copolymers in solution, although by appropriate tuning
of the spinning conditions and the evaporation time, hollow fiber membranes with regular pores on
the top surface were obtained from this solution.
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3.3. Morphology of block copolymer hollow fiber membranes
In the first preparation of asymmetric PS-b-P4VP hollow fiber membranes, the SNIPS method was
successfully applied to design a continuous permeable porous structure from micrometer-scale pore
sizes to the self-assembled nanoscale pore sizes on the top surface of the fibers [29]. In a similar
attempt, Hilke et al. [42] produced PS-b-P4VP hollow fibers by adjusting the solvent mixture to
improve uniformity of the pore morphology and mechanical stability of the membranes. In the
present study, we developed regularity of the hexagonally packed pore morphology by tuning the
spinning conditions and PS-b-P4VP solution parameters. PS-b-P4VP diblock copolymers with
different molecular weights and compositions were chosen to prepare the spinning solutions in a
mixture of DMF/THF. The compositions and molecular weights of the block copolymers and also the
solvent composition of DMF/THF were chosen in the ranges that were known to perfectly provide
the desired integral asymmetric membranes with uniform nanostructure surface above a macroporous
support layer in a flat sheet geometry [11]. Several experiments were carried out for each block
copolymer to define the optimal solution concentration and solvent composition required for the
fabrication of desired SNIPS flat sheet and hollow fiber membranes based on SEM results.
The rheological behavior of the optimized solutions under shear flow and SAXS traces of the
investigated systems in equilibrium do not confirm micellar structure formation in the initial
spinning/casting solution, as shown in the previous sections. However, the suitable concentration of
initial solution required for periodic nanostructure formation on the membrane surfaces was found to
be slightly below the disorder-order transition which makes the solution parameters sensitive to even
small changes. As mentioned before, in these systems, THF is a good solvent for the PS blocks due to
the solubility parameters, and much more volatile solvent compared to DMF, which is a good solvent
for swelling the P4VP blocks [11-15]. Change of the solvent composition leading to the appropriate
concentration during solvent evaporation drives the system to microphase separation and formation
of micelles in solution. Consequently, orientation of the pore-forming domains into a hexagonal
packing order propagates through the solvent evaporation process, as during evaporation gradients of
both the solvent concentration and solvent composition are built up perpendicular to the surface.

In the dry/wet spinning process, in addition to the parameters discussed so far, the shear stress in
the spinneret and in the spin line combined with the solvent and non-solvent exchange between the
15

flowing polymer solution and the bore fluid through the immediately solidified internal skin very
likely influences the kinetics of block copolymer microphase separation. Shear thinning of the
solution in the spinneret and gravity force in the air gap have a significant effect on the relaxation of
the blocks at the die exit and on the kinetics of the self-assembly. The relaxation rate of the block
copolymer chains is one important parameter in the formation process of integral asymmetric
membranes [30] therefore not only is a function of concentration, but also of the effective mechanical
deformation

acting on the block copolymer polymer chains, which varies across the sheared

cylindrical polymer solution. Although dimensions, stability and filtration performance of the
resulting hollow fibers are affected by shear flow, the effect of the complex shear stress distribution
in the spinneret and in the spin line on the viscoelastic behavior of the block copolymer solutions and
micellar morphology still is not thoroughly understood. Hence, in order to reduce the effect of high
shear stress on the micellar morphology and to avoid the break-up of the micelles, the spinneret used
in our previous publication [29] was substituted by another one having a larger annular gap. All
experiments were carried out at a short air gap (to minimize the effect of elongational stress outside
of the spinneret) and water was chosen as coagulating bore fluid. Figure 8 shows the asymmetric
continuous porous structure across the macrovoid free cross-section of the PS-b-P4VP hollow fiber
membranes fabricated by the SNIPS process. The abbreviations of Qp, Qb and Lair correspond to the
polymer solution flow rate, bore fluid flow rate and air gap distance, respectively. Deformation of the
pores shape from round shape to elliptical pores can be a result of the less relaxation of the shearinduced molecular orientation in the air gap followed by gravity force in the spin line and radial
shrinkage of the hollow fibers due to the solvent non-solvent exchange through the solidification
process.
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Figure 8: SEM micrographs of the hollow fiber membrane fabricated via the SNIPS process from 27 wt%
solution of PS82.7-b-P4VP17.3 154 in the solvent mixture of DMF/THF-60/40 wt% at Qp: 1.2 ml/min, Qb : 0.6
ml/min and Lair : 10 cm. (a) Macrovoid free cross-section, (b) Top surface showing uniform periodic pores, (c)
Cross-section near the surface showing extended pores in vertical direction above the disordered sponge-like
macroporous matrix (d) Large view of cross-section and (e) Porous inner surface showing shear-induced
oriented structure.

In fabrication of hollow fiber membranes by the SNIPS procedure, the spinning time between the
spinneret and coagulation bath allows evaporation of the volatile solvent causing a concentration
gradient perpendicular to the top outer surface of the fiber. Within an appropriate spinning time the
concentration gradient through the wall thickness of the fiber can be developed with sufficient high
concentration on the top surface to assemble the well-defined pore layer. Propagation of polymer
concentration by the external solvent evaporation from the outer surface is combined with the
simultaneous internal solvent non-solvent exchange. This occurs as the polymer solution comes into
contact with the bore fluid at the die exit which also leads to shrinkage and rapid solidification of the
inner surface. Some of the spinning parameters such as air gap, polymer solution flow rate and bore
fluid flow rate tune the spinning time and among them air gap distance has a more prominent
controlling effect. By optimizing these parameters, a suitable spinning time directs the self-assembly
to form the uniform well-organized pores on the top surface of the fiber.
Several experiments were carried out to determine the optimum possible air gap by adjusting the
other effective key parameters. We decreased the air gap distance to the possible minimum (1 cm)
which allowed us to direct the fiber flow into the coagulation bath by controlling the polymer
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throughput. The results showed that pore self-assembly on the fiber surface can take place even in a
very short processing time compared to the flat membrane, see Figure 9. However, the non-uniform
cross section morphology can be a result of the low mechanical stability of the low viscous skin when
entering into the immersion bath in 1 cm air gap. An increase of the air gap increases the solvent
evaporation and therefore will create a gel-like skin with higher mechanical stability which reduces
or removes the non-uniformity of the outer surface skin. Hollow fibers with irregular or non-circular
outer surface have previously been reported at a short air gap distance while deformation was
eliminated by increasing the elongational stress in the air gap [26, 43]. On the other hand, increasing
the air gap prevents the formation of uniform pores possibly due to the enlargement of evaporation
time besides the effect of elongational stresses. Both parameters lead to an increasing relaxation time
of the polymer chains. We found 10 cm as an optimal air gap distance for all experiments. Hence, we
avoided to increase it more than that in order to decrease the gravity effect in addition to control the
spinning time in the proper required scale for structure formation. The desired uniform nanoporous
structure can be created at a spinning time significantly less than the evaporation time required for
solution casting flat membranes. Consequently in fabrication of self-assembled block copolymer
hollow fiber membranes, optimizing the polymer solution flow rate as well as the air gap distance
provides the suitable conditions to form a hexagonally packed array of uniform pores on the top
surface of the fiber.

Figure 9: SEM micrographs of (a) the cross section and (b) the outer surface of the hollow fiber membrane
fabricated from 27 wt% solution of PS82.7-b-P4VP17.3 154 in the solvent mixture of DMF/THF-60/40 wt% at Qp:
1.4 ml/min, Qb : 0.6 ml/min and Lair : 1 cm, spinning time was estimated less than 1 s.

In hollow fiber membrane formation, shear rate and stress within the spinneret and elongational
stress in the spin line have a dramatical influence on the morphology, mechanical properties, and
permeability and separation performance of the membranes [22, 23, 28]. The combination of shear
rate in the spinneret and elongational stresses in the spin line causes orientation and stretching of the
polymer chains and enhances the chain packing in the skin of hollow fiber membranes [28]. An
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increase in the polymer solution flow rate leads to an increase of shear rate and prominently raises the
shear stress at the spinneret wall. Increasing the shear stress causes a larger orientation of polymer
chains and chain packing into a tighter skin structure. On the other hand, the strong dependence of the
steady-state viscosity on shear rate depicts shear thinning of the block copolymer solutions.
Consequently, the balance of these factors, shear-induced orientation, macromolecular-stretching
induced by elongation and structure-viscous behavior, determine the molecular chain packing and
relaxation rates of the blocks after spinneret exit in the air gap region. However, in the SNIPS process
of block copolymers hollow fiber membranes, coupled effects of these parameters may significantly
influence the kinetics of pore assembly and structure formation. In order to investigate the effect of
these key parameters on the structure formation and fiber dimensions, we categorized our
experiments into three groups: fabrication of hollow fibers by varying the polymer solution flow rate
at constant bore fluid flow rate; varying the bore fluid flow rate at constant polymer solution flow
rate; and varying the bore fluid and polymer solution flow rate to keep a constant ratio of these two
flow rates.
Figure 10 shows the dependence of the uniformity of nanoscale pore formation on the outer
surface of the membranes from the polymer solution flow rate. We started fiber spinning at very low
polymer solution flow rate which lets us fabricate membranes at low shear rates as well. The polymer
flow rate was varied (increased) while the bore fluid flow rate was kept constant. Since the axial
velocities of both polymer solution and bore fluid flow change through the fiber traveling along the
air gap region [44], see Figure 1, and solution velocities depend on the bore fluid flow rate, therefore
the spinning time cannot be estimated precisely from the axial velocity of the polymer solution at the
spinneret outlet. Consequently, the spinning time could be roughly measured for the nascent fiber
falling into the coagulation bath without rolling up. For the spun fiber at Qp: 1.2 ml/min, Qb: 0.6
ml/min and Lair: 10 cm the spinning time was defined around 2-3 s.
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Figure 10: SEM micrographs of the outer surface of the hollow fiber membranes spun from 27 wt% the
solution of PS82.7-b-P4VP17.3 154 in the solvent mixture of DMF/THF-60/40 wt% at Qb : 0.6 ml/min, Lair 10 cm
and polymer flow rate of (a) Qp=0.6 ml/min, (b) Qp=0.8 ml/min, (c) Qp=1 ml/min, (d) Qp=1.2 ml/min and (e)
Qp=1.4 ml/min.

It was found that there is a critical polymer solution flow rate below which the periodic pores are
not uniformly assembled on the top surface. It can be a result of the spinning time and moreover the
shear flow rate within the spinneret. The shear rate is controlled by both spinneret die gap and
polymer solution flow rate. Depending on the block copolymer solution parameters, the shear rate
requires a lower extreme limit for the structure formation. In fact, the shear flow in the spinneret as
an external force can promote packing of the well-ordered structure faster and decline the required
evaporation time. Since at low polymer throughput the polymer solution stays longer in the spinneret
die, more alignment can occur and result in a longer relaxation time after the polymer comes out of
the spinneret. Increasing the polymer flow in the spinneret increases the tendency of the polymer
solution to fast relaxation of chains at the die exit. Thus, after leaving the spinneret, fast enough
relaxation of the shear-induced oriented chains compared to the spinning time scale (related to the
polymer flow rate) accelerates lattice formation of the hexagonally packed cylinders on the top layer
skin perpendicular to the hollow fiber axis. Our results confirm that in the SNIPS process of hollow
fiber compared to the flat sheet membrane, the concentrated solution requires lower processing time
for kinetic trapping of the ordered domains during solvent removal. Therefore, the spinning time
requires tuning in order to prevent the transition from a metastable to a closer to equilibrium structure
in the air gap region.
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Figure 11: SEM micrographs of the hollow fiber membranes fabricated from the 27 wt% solution of PS82.7-bP4VP17.3 154 in the solvent mixture of DMF/THF-60/40 wt% at Qb : 0.6 ml/min and Lair 10 cm. From left to
right, (a) and (b) the cross section and inner surface at Qp: 0.6 ml/min, (c) and (d) the cross section and inner
surface at Qp: 2 ml/min.

In hollow fiber spinning processes, the extrusion of the viscous polymer solution is associated with
a wide range of shear stress when it flows through the winding channels within a spinneret [23].
However, at the end of the spinneret we mainly have a shear flow for a very short time followed by a
very quick exposure to the non-solvent quench bath. In all sets of our spinning experiments, even at
lowest applied polymer solution flow rate the maximum shear rate at the wall of the spinneret was
estimated higher than 100 s-1, using the equation for Newtonian viscosity behavior [45]
8
⁄ln
where

1
⁄

2

is the shear rate at the wall in the annular spinneret,

4 ln

⁄

is the polymer solution flow rate,

Ri=di/2 and Ro=do/2 are inner and outer radii. The position r is given by Ri and Ro, respectively. Our
rheological experiments reveal that even if a micellar assembly exists in the solution or the structure
initiates ordering at low shear strain, it will be broken up at high shear rate at the end of the spinneret.
On the other hand, due to the short relaxation times in polymer solution, the polymer blocks rapidly
relax at the exit of spinneret. This fast molecular relaxation takes place accompanied with the solvent
evaporation at the outer surface of the fiber in the air gap. As also indicated by the ′ and ′′ curves
versus strain amplitude in Figure 7, decreasing the shear rate from higher to the lower strain led to a
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build-up of the storage and loss moduli and a cross over at lower strain which indicates the build-up
of a structure. In fact, decreasing shear may allow the broken-up structure to reassemble again very
fast to a gel-like structure. The conditions are rather similar in the dry/wet spinning process of block
copolymer solutions. Partial release of the shear stress in the air gap region resembles decreasing the
shear rate from higher to the lower strain which can be a driving force to develop the block
copolymer self-assembly, see also the experiments in Figure 5. Although it was not possible to
control easily the fiber flow into the precipitation bath at high polymer solution throughput and short
air gap, however, it was attempted to avoid applying high polymer solution flow rate as high shear
flow can significantly change the structure or the solution.
Besides the shear-induced homogenisation of mixtures, however, the shear-induced inhomogeneity in
polymer solutions is also possible. Shear-induced phase separation (SIPS) into polymer rich and
polymer poor regions has been reported for semidilute solutions of some polymers in marginal or
theta-solvents [46-51]. In hollow fiber spinning process, besides thermodynamics of the polymer
solution the external forces can also affect the phase behaviour and structure evolution. Phase
inversion process usually occurs non-isothermally under tension or elongational stress in the air gap
distance and lead to a change of the conformational entropy induced by these stresses [2, 52, 53].
Therefore, besides the influence of the external field on the miscibility of the block copolymer with
the solvent, it also may influence the microphase separation of the block copolymer itself [54].
Furthermore these effects are coupled with the selectivity of the different blocks to the different
components of the solvent mixture. Therefore solution parameters such as concentration and solvent
composition require adjustment due to the different selectivity of the solvents leading to different
relaxation rate of the blocks.
The impact of a spatially non-uniform stress field makes the structure formation in hollow fiber
membranes more complex compared to flat sheet membranes. In hollow fiber spinning via the SNIPS
process formation of the outer shell side by solvent evaporation simultaneously occurs with the
internal non-solvent diffusion/precipitation on the lumen side which stabilizes the spinning line.
Cylindrical geometry of the fiber accelerates diffusion flow in the radial direction toward the center
because of the different chemical potentials in the polymer solution and bore liquid. Prior to the
immersion bath, solvent is driven to diffuse from the polymer solution into the bore fluid due to the
lower chemical potential and difference in solubility parameters. Therefore, in addition to
evaporation of the volatile solvent from the outer layer in the air gap, rapid solvent migration into the
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bore fluid from the inner wall can influence the polymer concentration gradient over the cross section
of the fiber. In other words, simultaneously with the solvent concentration gradient in perpendicular
direction to the outer surface due to the solvent evaporation, there is an effect of the water
concentration gradient in perpendicular direction to the inner surface resulting from water diffusion.
A fast enough rate of the solvent removal at the top surface of the fiber due to the coupling effects of
solvent evaporation and migration can enhance the periodic pore formation in a very short spinning
time.

Figure 12: SEM micrographs of (a) the cross section and (b) the outer surface of the hollow fiber membranes
spun from 25 wt% solution of PS83.3-b-P4VP16.7 168 in the solvent mixture of DMF/THF-60/40 wt% at Qp: 4
ml/min, Qb : 2.4 ml/min and Lair 10 cm.

In a dry/wet spinning process, the overall cross-section morphology of the hollow fiber is greatly
influenced by the spinneret shear-induced orientation along with the molecular relaxation in the air
gap and also by the bore fluid flow rate. Therefore, in addition to see the effect of shear rate on the
self-assembly of periodic pores on top surface, the cross section and inner surface morphologies of
the hollow fibers were examined by analyzing the SEM micrographs. Figure 11 presents the crosssection and inner surface morphology of the membranes spun at different polymer solution flow rates
with a constant bore fluid flow rate. Clearly, one can see the effect of shear stresses on the fiber
cross-section and inner surface morphology. The shear-induced molecular orientation within the
spinneret was rapidly frozen into the solidified dense skin once the polymer solution comes into
contact with the bore fluid. The inner surface morphology resembles the parallel distribution of the
closely-packed nanofibers/nanonodule aligned into the fiber axis direction. Although the structural
orientation of the inner surface is highly visible in the nodular direction, the irregular nanometer-scale
pores were formed among the nodular structure due to the non-solvent diffusion in the internal
coagulation process. By increasing the polymer solution flow rate at constant bore fluid flow rate, the
rate of inner skin formation and solidification is variable due to the nonconstant rate of solvent/nonsolvent exchange. In addition, the higher shear flow (or higher ratio of the polymer solution flow rate
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to the bore fluid flow rate) enhances the molecular orientation to the further close packing of the
nanonodule structure and merges them to the tighter structure with the smaller pore size and denser
skin. Obviously, the morphology and porosity of the rapidly formed selective inner skin significantly
has influence on the water flux permeation and selectivity.

Figure 13: SEM micrographs of the inner surface and cross-section of the hollow fiber membranes spun from
27 wt% solution of PS82.7-b-P4VP17.3 154 in the solvent mixture of DMF/THF-60/40 wt% at Qp: 1.4 ml/min, Lair
10 cm and different (a) Qb: 0.4 ml/min, (b) Qb: 0.8 ml/min, (c) Qb: 1.2 ml/min and (d) Qb: 1.6 ml/min.

At low polymer solution flow rate, the hollow fiber membranes also exhibit a quite uniform crosssection consisting of sponge-like structures at both edges of the fibers, see Figure 11. By increasing
the polymer solution throughput, the cross-sectional view presents an asymmetric structure including
some drop-shaped macrovoids developed within the sponge-like supporting structure. The crosssection of the hollow fiber shows non-uniform wall thickness with a wavy/deformed bore channel.
The irregularity of the hollow fiber on the lumen side is strongly affected by the too low flow of the
bore fluid. These defects can lead to mechanical failure if the hollow fiber is operated at high
pressure [2]. Deformation of the inner layer can be fully removed by increasing the bore fluid flow
rate or in fact simultaneously increasing polymer solution and bore fluid flow rate while maintaining
a constant ratio between them. By increasing the bore fluid volume, the lumen irregularity is
minimized due to the higher pressure in the inner contour. The experimental results confirmed that
the higher bore fluid flow rate or in fact higher ratio of the bore fluid flow rate to the polymer
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solution flow rate particularly at higher polymer flow rates can avoid non-uniformity of the cross
section or deformation of the inner layer, see Figure 12.
The hollow fibers with smaller thickness result from the higher bore fluid flow rate which assists the
formation of the macrovoid free structure, see Figure 13. In addition, the bore fluid flow rate controls
the inner skin morphology and porosity which can play an important role in the hollow fiber
separation and permeance. Higher pressure on the inner skin due to the higher velocity of the bore
fluid disorients the close-packed nanonodule structure and leads to the looser structure with larger
pore size and higher porosity. Our results prove that, by selecting the suitable ratio of the bore fluid
flow rate to the polymer solution flow rate, besides assembling the selective uniform pores layer on
the top surface, it also provides the regular shape of hollow fiber membranes from different block
copolymer solutions (Figure 14). The hollow fiber membrane obtained by SNIPS show a smaller
average pore size compared to the flat sheet membrane cast with the similar block copolymers [11].
The hollow fiber which was fabricated from a block copolymer with a higher total molecular weight
and lower P4VP weight ratio displays a larger average pore diameter compared to the spun fiber from
a block copolymer with lower total molecular weight and higher P4VP weight ratio.

Figure 14. SEM micrographs of the outer surface and average pore diameter of the hollow fiber membranes
spun from (a) 24 wt% solution of PS83.3-b-P4VP16.7 168 in the solvent mixture of DMF/THF-60/40 wt% and (b)
25 wt% solution of PS81-b-P4VP19 156 in the solvent mixture of DMF/THF-50/50 wt% at optimized spinning
parameter (Qp: 1.8 ml/min, Qb: 1.2 ml/min and Lair: 10 cm).

3.3 Hollow fiber dimensions
In a dry-jet wet spinning process, dimensions of the hollow fibers strongly depend on the air gap
distance and both polymer solution and bore fluid flow rate. In our experiments, in order to reduce
the elongational effects on the structure formation and to control the processing time, the air gap
distance was fixed in all experiments whereas the polymer solution flow rate and bore fluid flow rate
were varied. However, in all experiments the outer diameters of the spun fibers were smaller than the
outer diameter of the spinneret. This is caused by the more dominant effect of gravity force compared
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to the extrudate-swell in the air gap. Figures 15(a) and (b) show the ratio of the inner diameter of the
fiber to the inner diameter of the spinneret (δ1), and the ratio of the wall thickness of the fiber to the
annular gap of the spinneret (δ2) under different spinning conditions. In the range of the applied
polymer solution flow rates, the effect of increasing throughput on the inner diameter and wall
thickness of the fiber are not distinct particularly at a low bore fluid flow rate. In addition, we cannot
follow a special trend in dimensional changes as the deformed inner layer contour of the hollow
fibers spun from the non-proper ratio of the polymer solution and bore fluid flow rate did not allow
precisely to determine the fiber dimensions. At higher bore fluid flow rate, δ1 is significantly higher
than 1 which shows that the inner diameters of the hollow fibers are larger than the inner diameter of
the spinneret. By increasing the polymer solution flow rate, because of the faster decrease in the inner
diameter (less drag force and pressure on the inner layer) than in the outer diameter of the fibers, δ2
rises due to the increase in the wall thickness of the fibers.
However, the bore fluid flow rate evidently plays a very significant influence on the cross-section
area of the nascent fibers. The inner diameter of the dry-jet wet-spun fibers increases with an increase
of bore fluid flow rate while the wall thickness decreases. This effect results from the faster increase
of the inner diameter than of the outer diameter. Previous studies revealed that an increment in the
bore fluid flow rate leads to an increase of the radial velocity and thus to a higher pressure on the
lumen side. This effect causes the formation of a larger diameter [24, 27]. Furthermore, increasing the
bore fluid flow rate increases the pressure on the inner layers of the hollow fiber membranes, which
elongates and stretches the nascent fibers and leads to reduction of their thicknesses [55].

Figure 15: Hollow fiber membranes spun from the 25 wt% solution of PS83.3-b-P4VP16.7 168 in the solvent
mixture of DMF/THF-60/40 wt% at Lair : 10 cm (a): ratio of the inner diameter of the fiber to the inner
diameter of the spinneret (δ1) and (b): ratio of the wall thickness of the fiber to the annular gap of the spinneret
(δ2) as a function of Qp and Qb.
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3.4 Water Flux and gas pressure stability
Block copolymer membranes with high porosity and homogeneous pore size indicate remarkable
potential as efficient and highly selective separation membranes [11, 56]. Our results reveal that the
SNIPS procedure is capable to fabricate hollow fiber membranes with regular pore size in nanometer
scale on the top outer surface. However, water flux of the PS-b-P4VP hollow fiber membranes
correlates very well with the pore structure formation tailored by the SNIPS process due to the
spinning conditions. Highly oriented and tightly packed structure of the inner selective layer has a
negative influence on pure water permeation flux compared to the flat sheet membranes. To increase
the water permeance, the porosity of the inner skin can be also improved by the bore fluid flow rate
(see Figure 13) in addition to the solvent/non-solvent activity of the bore fluid [42].
An average initial water flux of around 321 ± 25 L m-2 h-1 bar-1 was measured for the asymmetric
isoporous PS83.3-b-P4VP16.7168 hollow fiber membrane with average pore size of 29 nm . In our work,
the pure water flux is significantly higher in comparison with the value previously reported [42]. This
improvement can originate from different reasons like cross-section structure, porosity and resistance
effect of the inner selective layer as a result of the dissimilarity in the spinning conditions in addition
to the solution parameters. Under constant pressure, the slight decline in the membrane water flux
with time can be an effect of the smaller pore size due to the gradually swelling P4VP block inside
the pore channels, see Figure 16 (a). In a previous study on similar PS-b-P4VP flat sheet membranes
with average pore sizes of 25 and 38 nm, the maximum pure water flux was reported around 450 and
625 L m-2 h-1 bar-1, respectively [11]. Therefore, by controlling the spinning parameters and tailoring
the hollow fiber morphology, pore size and porosity, and decline the resistance effect of the relatively
close-packed structure of the inner surface, the water flux measurements can become comparable
with the flat sheet membranes. The pressure stability of the mentioned membrane was tested by
nitrogen gas permeation. These tests may provide information on its mechanical stability behavior of
the fibers at elevated pressure. The hollow fiber was stable up to 11 bar pressure, see Figure 16(b).
An increase of gas permeance as a function of pressure can be due to the elastic deformation
(stretching) of fiber and the increase of pore diameter. The hollow fibers show viscoelastic properties
at these elevated pressures which allow dimensional changes under pressure and dimensional
regeneration under unstressed conditions.
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Figure 16: An example of the (a): time dependence of water flux and (b) gas pressure stability of the hollow
fiber membrane spun from the 24 wt% solution of PS83.3-b-P4VP16.7 168 in the solvent mixture of DMF/THF50/50 wt% at Qp: 1.4 ml/min, Qb : 1.2 ml/min and Lair : 10 cm.

Conclusion
Asymmetric PS-b-P4VP hollow fiber membranes with a nanometer scale-pore layer on the top
surface were successfully fabricated via the well-known dry-jet wet spinning process. The uniform
periodic pores were assembled above an asymmetric macroporous support layer by combination of
the self-assembly and non-solvent induced phase separation of diblock copolymers (SNIPS). Our
works focused on tailoring of the solution concentration, solvent composition as well as some
important spinning parameters such as bore fluid flow rate, polymer solution flow rate and size of air
gap. We analyzed our experimental observations by SEM micrographs and then modified the
important parameters to assemble uniform well-organized pores on the surface as well as to achieve
regular well-formed cross-section hollow fibers. Our focus also was on understanding the rheological
behavior of the block copolymer solutions under shear flow. At low shear amplitudes, both ′ and
′′ increase with time possibly resulting from formation of a gel-like structure. At large shear
amplitudes, both moduli drastically decrease which indicates destruction of the built-up structures.
SAXS measurements were carried out to investigate the structural features of the block copolymer
solutions. The scattering profiles of the optimal solutions confirm that the starting point of membrane
formation is a disordered or very weakly segregated micellar block copolymer solution. In addition,
the membranes show a good water flux compared to previous results and also display a good stability
under high pressure conditions.
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